
(or anywhere else)



• Part one: getting to the first draft
• Part two: getting from the first draft to a published piece



• How to get an idea:
• read the news
• look at different tech themes
• think about issues you have encountered



• Turn idea into outline:
• two approaches:

• rant/ramble
• list of statements or questions



• Turn idea into outline:
• two approaches:

• rant/ramble
• list of statements or questions

• look through the rant or statements, and find a thesis
• robert caro's method with outline



• Turn idea into outline:
• once you have a thesis, answer the questions:

• who is my target audience?
• why do I have something to say?
• why am I qualified to speak about it?
• has anyone else addressed the theme?
• what format do I need? is this for a newspaper? an essay for a book?



• General format of an esssay
• Rhetorical devices
• Flow
• Hooks and punches



• General format of an esssay

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/fd/00/3c/fd003c4dde6122d3195e7754d336f1f7.gif



• General format of an esssay

Autumn 2019 issue of 2600

Introduction

Body Conclusion



• Rhetorical devices
• “the art of effective or persuasive speaking or writing, especially the exploitation of figures of 

speech and other compositional techniques”
• tool of persuasion
• Robert Caro “On Writing”



• Flow - poetry
Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore—
    While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.

“The Raven” by Edgar Allen Poe



• Flow - short stories

The grandmother didn’t want to go to Florida. She wanted to visit some of her
connections in east Tennessee and she was seizing at every chance to change Bailey’s
mind. Bailey was the son she lived with, her only boy

“A Good Man is Hard to Find” - Flannery O’Connor



• Adding a “punch”

Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.

Anna Karenina - Leo Tolstoy



• Adding a “punch”

   Spring 2020 issue of 2600



• Ok, it’s ready, now what?


